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Firenock SU
I read all the reviews and talked to all my friends about the different ones they used in the past. Ended up
buying the target/hunting 6 pack from firenock. It comes with 3 target circuits and 3 hunting circuits. The hunting
ones stay on until you turn it off and the targets stay lit for like 17 second and go out on there own. I put two target
ones in my practice arrows and two hunting ones in my quiver for turkey hunting. I shoot daily and most shoot just
one or two arrows at a time. I have been shooting the two target ones since early Feb. I shoot approx. 30-50 shots
a day during the week each session and on weekends maybe 100-200 arrows depending on weather and time
available to me. I have shot those two arrows a thousand times easy, without any failures to light or shut off after the
17 seconds. Just yesterday, did I need to replace the battery in one of the two. As far as the hunting ones, I have
shot them into a target to make sure they worked and one shot completely through a turkey. If it hadn't been for the
lighted nock, I would not have found the arrow in the grass after the shot.
The only problem that I have had is with some nocks breaking when removing them from the string. This all
started to happen at once. I e-mail the company one Sunday morning and a couple hours later, the owner called my
home. I was very surprised to receive a call at all let alone on a Sunday. Dorge Huang, the owner, asked by about
what bow and string I shot and explained that the serving on the factory strings from a couple of the bow companies,
will get out of round as they are shot in. They will get almost flat where the nocks have fit. This flat spot will wear on
the inside of the nock and cause a weak spot, then the nock flange will break. He gave a few suggestions to fix this.
I check my string and sure enough there was a flat spot. I simply removed the old serving and re-served with Halo .
019, as Dorge suggested, and haven't had an issue since. Dorge, said that this information was also on his website
under the Q&A section, I just failed to look there, before e-mailing him. Dorge was very nice to talk to and when on
to explain about the nock fit and the way his nocks are molded and the tight tolerances associated with them for
accuracy. Although the starting price is higher than a lot of the other lighted nocks, the durability, the ability to
replace batteries, chose colors and the reliability I have found with these nocks, make them my first choice and I
highly recommend them. The hunting nock I shot through the turkey this spring, already paid for itself, by allowing
me to recover my arrow and broad head.
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